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7digital has announced seven new contract wins with a lifetime value of

£9m
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over £3.9m so far this year and news last week that its largest competitor,
Omnifone, has been put into administration could lead to additional market
share opportunities. On a FY17e consensus P/E of 8.2x, we believe the
shares do not reflect the large and growing market opportunity.

Winning business – on track
7digital announced at its AGM on 28 April that it has won six new clients so far this
year, with a collective lifetime deal value of £3.9m. This compares to 17 new clients
in FY15 with a lifetime deal value of £4.2m and suggests 7digital is on track to hit
its full year targets. In addition, the company has since announced a contract win
with the popular international teen music app, musical.ly, which will also add to
revenues this year. Marketing may also benefit from PR surrounding the launch last
week of the i.am + wearable, with a free pre-installed music service, which
represents a new streaming category for 7digital, as well as today’s news that
Warner Music Group will be the first major to license MQA high-resolution audio –
7digital is currently the only B2B platform that offers this technology.

Largest competitor placed in administration
While 7digital seems to be faring well in terms of new business wins, Omnifone, its
largest competitor, announced last week that it has been placed into administration.
Onmifone has struggled to recover from the closure of its largest clients’ services
last year: Sony’s Music Unlimited and Blackberry’s BBM Music. So soon after the
Snowite acquisition, we do not see 7digital being a natural buyer for Omnifone’s
platform, particularly in light of its loss-making position. However, with Omnifone’s
future uncertain, there should be new customer opportunities available to 7digital;
we estimate Omnifone’s B2B operations to be roughly the same size as 7digital’s.
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Business description
7digital is a B2B digital music and radio services
company. Its platform and access to global music
rights enables businesses in the radio, electronics and
telecoms industries around the world to offer and
commercialise music streaming and radio services.
Customers include Onkyo, Panasonic, Guvera, Astro,
Mariposa, Electric Jukebox, eMusic and i.am +.

Bull
 Well positioned in the global music industry’s

transition to streaming services. Customers in 33
markets.

 Strong pipeline of prospects, streaming MRRs

growing and EBITDA profitability expected
towards the end of this year.

Valuation: Pivotal year – discount unwarranted
7digital has made considerable progress transitioning from a B2C download model
to one of licensing B2B streaming solutions, which represented 63% of revenues
last year. April’s Snowite acquisition tilts the group even further in this direction and
with the encouraging new business pipeline management appears on track to
reach EBITDA break-even in H216 as targeted. The uncertainty surrounding
Omnifone should create opportunities to grow its market share further. On a FY17e
P/E of 8.2x, the shares trade at less than half the valuation of its global small-cap
SaaS and video streaming peers and do not capture the potential for 7digital to
grow its share in the large and expanding market for music streaming services.
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Source: Company accounts, Bloomberg. Note: *Net cash of £1m includes NPV of acquired debt.

 Snowite acquisition adds reach to Francophone

markets.

Bear
 Disruptive business model, large B2C competitors

could retaliate.

 The download business, while much lower margin

than licensing revenues, is a drag on growth.
 Limited liquidity.
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of the information contained in this report and do not guarantee the returns on investments in the products discussed in this publication. FTSE International Limited ("FTSE") (c) FTSE [2016]. "FTSE(r)" is a trade mark of the
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